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Copula-Based Statistical Health Grade System
Against Mechanical Faults of Power Transformers

Chao Hu, Pingfeng Wang, Byeng D. Youn, Wook-Ryun Lee, and Joung Taek Yoon

Abstract—A health grade system against mechanical faults
of power transformers has been little investigated compared to
those for chemical and electrical faults. This paper thus presents
a statistical health grade system against mechanical faults in
power transformers used in nuclear powerplant sites where the
mechanical joints and/or parts are the ones used for constraining
transformer cores. Two health metrics—RMS and root mean
square deviation of spectral responses at harmonic frequen-
cies—are first defined using vibration signals acquired via insite
sensors on 54 power transformers in several nuclear powerplants
in 16 months. We then investigate a novel multivariate statistical
model, namely copula, to statistically model the populated data of
the health metrics. The preliminary study shows that the proposed
health metrics and statistical health grade system are feasible to
monitor and predict the health condition of the mechanical faults
in the power transformers.

Index Terms—Copula, health grade system, health monitoring,
power transformer, vibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE POWER transformer is one of the most critical power
elements in nuclear powerplants and an unexpected

transformer breakdown could cause a complete plant shutdown
with substantial societal expenses. It is very important to ensure
high reliability and maintainability of the transformer during
its operation. Investigations of the fault causes have revealed
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TABLE I
BREAKDOWN CLASSIFICATION OF MAIN POWER TRANSFORMERS IN ALL

KOREAN NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS FROM 1978 TO 2002

that mechanical and electric faults are primarily responsible
for unexpected breakdowns of the transformers [1]. In total,
32 breakdowns of main power transformers in Korean nuclear
powerplants have been reported since 1978. Table I classifies
the breakdown causes into three groups (electrical, chemical,
and mechanical problems) and ways to manage them [1].
Preventive health management for power transformers has
been developed and implemented mainly for chemical and
electrical faults. Although mechanical failures are responsible
for about 40% of the transformer breakdowns, the nonexistence
of generic health metrics or a health grade system makes it diffi-
cult to perform preventive maintenance actions for mechanical
faults in a timely manner and only corrective maintenance has
been employed.
In the literature, substantial research has been carried out for

the health monitoring and diagnosis of power transformers. An
extensive review of health monitoring and diagnosis methods
of power transformers was provided in [2] with a focus on all
types of transformer failure causes, and in [3] and [4] with a
focus on insulation deterioration. Techniques commonly used
for health monitoring of power transformers can be summa-
rized as: 1) online partial-discharge (PD) analysis [5]; 2) dis-
solved gas analysis (DGA) [6]; 3) frequency-response analysis
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(FRA) [7]; 4) moisture-in-oil analysis [8]; 5) oil temperature
analysis [1], [9]; 6) winding temperature analysis [10]; 7) load
current and voltage analysis [11]; and 8) online power factor
analysis [12]. We note that the usage of the vibration signals
in monitoring the transformer health has been quite limited.
The transformer vibration generated by the core and windings
propagates through the transformer oil to the transformer walls
where vibration sensors can be placed for vibration measure-
ments [13]–[16]. Bartoletti et al. transformedmeasured acoustic
and vibration signals into a frequency domain and suggested a
fewmetrics that could represent the health status of transformers
[13]. Ji et al. acquired the fundamental frequency component
of the core vibration signal as essential features to monitor and
assess the transformer health condition [14]. García et al. pro-
posed a tank vibration model to detect the winding deformations
in power transformers [15] and conducted the experimental ver-
ification of the proposed model under different operating con-
ditions and in the presence of winding deformation [16].
Once sensory data are acquired through the health moni-

toring, the data must be carefully analyzed for health diagnosis
in order to identify and classify failures modes. Artificial-in-
telligence (AI) techniques for pattern recognition have been
prevailing for this purpose. Among a wide variety of AI
techniques, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been most
widely used in the research dealing with transformer health
diagnosis [17], [18]. Despite the good accuracy reported in the
literature, the use of ANNs is limited by the intrinsic shortcom-
ings including the danger of overfitting, the need for a large
quantity of training data, and numerical instability. In addition
to ANNs, the fuzzy logic [19], [20] and expert systems [21],
[22] were also developed for transformer health diagnosis.
These two approaches take advantage of human expertise to
enhance the reliability and effectiveness of health diagnosis
systems. Recently, the support vector machine (SVM) has
been receiving growing attention with remarkable diagnosis
results [23], [24]. The SVM, which employs the structural risk
minimization principle, achieves better generalization perfor-
mance than ANNs employing the traditional empirical risk
minimization principle, especially in cases of a small quantity
of training data [25].
The status of research on prognostics and health management

(PHM) of a power transformer can be summarized as follows.
1) Most health monitoring works for power transformers
are focused on chemical and electrical failures, but very
little on mechanical failures.

2) Power transformer oil, gas, and temperatures have been
widely used for health monitoring and diagnosis of
power transformers. In contrast, the vibration signal
has seldom been used for PHM in power transformer
applications.

3) The PHM studies for power transformers currently stay
at the level of monitoring and diagnosis only, with few
works on the health prognostics and remaining useful
life (RUL) prediction.

This summary suggests the need to construct a health-man-
agement database, to formulate a health grade system against
mechanical faults, and to investigate the health prognostics
for power transformers. To this end, this study presents a

Fig. 1. Magnetostriction in the transformer.

copula-based statistical health grade system against mechan-
ical faults of power transformers. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section II introduces the collection
and preprocessing of the vibration data for power trans-
former health monitoring; Section III presents the developed
copula-based statistical health grade system for power trans-
former health monitoring and prognostics against mechanical
faults. Section IV provides a discussion of the proposed work
followed by the conclusion in Section V.

II. DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING

Failures of mechanical joints and/or other parts of power
transformers can be detected by analyzing the mechanical
vibration properly. This section discusses the fundamentals
of transformer vibration, measurement procedures, and data
preprocessing.

A. Fundamentals of Transformer Vibration

Power transformer vibrations are primarily generated by the
magnetostriction and electrodynamic forces acting on the core
and windings during the operation. The vibration of the core and
windings propagates through the transformer oil to the trans-
former walls where vibration sensors can be placed for vibration
measurements. The sensors cannot be placed onto the joints be-
cause of the transformer oil and magnetic and electric fields that
can distort sensory signals. This subsection gives a brief review
of the fundamental physics explaining vibrations in the trans-
former. Various vibration sources exist inside a transformer,
contributing to tank vibration. The transformer vibration mainly
consists of the core vibration originating from magnetostriction
and the winding vibration caused by electrodynamic forces re-
sulting from the interaction of the current in a winding with
leakage flux [15]. Other vibration sources include the charac-
teristic acoustic wave produced by the tap changer and periodic
vibrations generated by the elements of the cooling system (i.e.,
oil pumps and fans).
Alternating current (ac) with a constant frequency in power

transformers forms a magnetic field in the transformer core. The
magnetic field changes the shape of ferromagnetic materials and
producesmechanical vibration in the transformer. This phenom-
enon is called “magnetostriction.” As shown in Fig. 1, one cycle
of the ac yields two peaks in the magnetic field. Assume that an
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Fig. 2. Sensor locations (marked by red circles with numbers) on the main transformers. (a) Single-phase main transformer. (b) Triple-phase main transformer.

ac source with the amplitude and frequency is applied to
the drive and that the amplitude is less than or just sufficient to
saturate the core. Then, the core vibration acceleration caused
by magnetostriction can be expressed as [14]

(1)

We can observe from (1) that the magnitude of core vibration
exhibits a linear relationship with the square of the ac amplitude.
Furthermore, the fundamental frequency of the core vibration is
twice that of the ac frequency, as we can also observe in Fig. 1.
Winding vibrations are caused by electrodynamic forces

resulting from the interaction of the current in a winding with
leakage flux [14]. These forces are proportional to the
square of the load current , expressed as

(2)

Since the electromagnetic forces are proportional to the
vibration acceleration of the windings, we then conclude
that [15]

(3)

Thus, similar to the case of core vibration, the fundamental fre-
quency of winding vibrations is also twice the ac frequency. The
difference between these two types of vibrations is that the mag-
nitude of core vibration relies on the voltage applied to the pri-
mary windings and is not affected by the load current, while the
magnitude of winding vibrations is proportional to the square
of the loading current. In addition to the variables (voltage and
current) causing transformer vibration, the other factors (i.e.,
temperature, power factor) also have an influence on vibration
[13], but due to the relatively small influence, these factors are

not considered in this study. In fact, since power transformers
in nuclear powerplants always operate at 100% full power, the
variables (voltage and current) and the power factor generally
exhibit very small variations over time. And since cooling sys-
tems can effectively keep transformers cores and windings at
suitably low temperatures, the temperature factor also has very
small fluctuation.

B. Vibration Signal Acquisition

In this study, 54 in-service power transformers in four
nuclear powerplants were employed for acquiring vibration
signals. Among these transformers, three are triple-phase
transformers and the others are single-phase transformers. (See
Table VIII.) These 54 transformers have a wide range of ages,
from less than one year to about 22 years. This study employed
B&K 4381 and PCB 357B33 accelerometers, which are charge
types with charge amplifiers (RION UV-06A). Depending
on the transformer size, 36 to 162 accelerometers were used
to acquire the vibration signals from the transformers. The
sensors were evenly positioned within 1 m on the single-phase
and triple-phase main transformers, as respectively shown
in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Measurements were conducted along
two directions ( and ) on the surface of the transformer
frame and one perpendicular direction ( ) to the surface. The
accelerometers were installed on the flat surface with a magnet
base for easy measurement.
All measurements were obtained in the form of time-domain

signals in a full-power operation state of the power transformers.
In the state, all other subsidiary units affecting vibration under
normal operating conditions, such as forced cooling systems
and hydraulic pumps, were turned on. The subsidiary units were
supplied with 480 V ac power. In most cases, the transformers
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Fig. 3. Frequency spectral signal of a vibration velocity (YK).

convert primary electrical values (i.e., voltages 22 kV and cur-
rents about 32 kA) to proportional secondary values (i.e., volt-
ages 345 kV and current about 2 kA). The measurement system
was powered by an independent battery power system. Vibra-
tion velocity (in millimeters per second) was measured every
1.25 Hz in the frequency range of 0–2000 Hz. The rated voltage
always has a frequency of 60 Hz. It is desirable to avoid taking
the measurement immediately after turning the transformer on
because the initial operation state of the transformer causes tran-
sient vibration signals. It is certainly important to acquire better
sensory data and, thus, improve the performance of power trans-
former health diagnostics by optimizing the number of measure
points and the allocation of the sensors. For the study regarding
the sensor network optimization, readers are advised to look at
[30].

C. Data Preprocessing

Given the fundamentals of the transformer vibration (see
Section II-A), the use of the spectral response is strongly
recommended for health metrics against the mechanical faults
in the transformers. The vibration signals are thus processed
using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Fig. 3 displays a spectral
response of a vibration signal, which has harmonic frequencies
every 120 Hz. The amplitudes at these harmonic frequencies
are significantly higher (more than ten times) than those at the
other frequencies. As introduced in Section II-A, the funda-
mental frequencies of core and winding vibrations are twice
the ac frequency (60 Hz), which is quite consistent with our
observation in Fig. 3. Since the harmonic frequencies remain
constant at every 120 Hz, the amplitudes at the harmonic
frequencies could imply a degree of health state against the
mechanical faults in the power transformers.
The spectral response amplitudes of the vibration velocities

at 120 Hz were obtained from the 54 transformers. We com-
puted the mean and maximum amplitudes of the vibration ve-
locities measured by all sensors installed on each transformer
and plotted these two quantities for all 54 transformers in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. Two observations can be made from the two
figures. First, both quantities exhibit large variations among dif-
ferent transformers. Specifically, the mean amplitudes of the vi-
bration velocities have a wide range of variation from 1.43 to
18.87 mm/s and the maximum amplitudes from 5.8 to 136.43

Fig. 4. Mean amplitudes of spectral responses at 120 Hz for 54 transformers.

Fig. 5. Maximum amplitudes of spectral responses at 120 Hz for 54 trans-
formers.

mm/s. It is believed that the aging effect of the transformers
and local resonance of the transformer frame primarily cause
the variation in the mean and maximum amplitudes. Second,
the maximum velocity amplitude of each transformer is, in gen-
eral, far greater than the mean velocity amplitude of that trans-
former. This observation can be attributed to the fact that among
more than 40 measurement points selected for each transformer,
two or three points at the upper part (closer to the top) of the
transformer wall typically gave much larger velocities than the
others.

III. HEALTH METRICS AND GRADE SYSTEM

This section presents the copula-based statistical health grade
system against mechanical faults of power transformers.

A. Health Metrics

The frequency spectral signals from multiple sensors are
employed to monitor the health condition of the power trans-
formers. Two scalar health metrics are proposed in this study:
1) RMS and 2) RMS deviation (RMSD). Their definitions and
physical meanings are given as follows.
1) RMS: The RMS is the quadratic measure of the vibration
mean velocities measured at every 2.5 Hz in the frequency
range of 2.5–2000 Hz. The RMS metric can be defined as

(4)
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where is the mean of the vibration velocity measured
from all sensors at a frequency . It is generally known
that measured vibration velocities in the transformers
become greater as their health state degrades over years.
This metric is thus a useful health metric for transformer
health monitoring. However, the magnitudes of the mean
velocity also vary depending on the operating condition,
the transformer capacity, and manufacturer. The RMS
metric may fail to classify a health condition of different
transformers experiencing mechanical degradation. This
underscores the need for another health monitoring metric.

2) RMSD—The RMSD is the quadratic measure of the vi-
bration deviation velocities measured at every 2.5 Hz in
the frequency range of 2.5–2000 Hz. The RMSD metric
can be defined as

(5)

where is the standard deviation of the vibration velocity
measured from all sensors at a frequency . The samemean
velocities could indicate different health conditions if the
vibration measurements come from different transformers
under random operating conditions. The undesirable situ-
ation discussed before can be avoided by using the RMS
and RMSD since the randomness in operating conditions
and the difference in transformers could affect the devia-
tion of the vibration velocity.

In cases where we have mechanical defects (for example,
winding deformations or loosened clamps in the core), the mag-
nitudes of winding or core vibration typically increase because,
as aged, electrodynamic forces (for winding) generally grow;
mechanical constraints (for core) loosen, and structural strength
becomes weaker. Moreover, the winding or core vibration typ-
ically becomes more stochastic and, to some degree, has varia-
tion over different transformer samples. For the very reason, the
magnitude (mean) and randomness (standard deviation) of tank
vibration amplitude increase. The RMS and RMSD measures
are capable of capturing the transformer health degradation and
its variation. For the power transformers we investigated (i.e.,
step-up transformers used in power plants), the mean and devi-
ation of the vibration velocity at 120 Hz was generally observed
to become higher as transformers get older.
The vibration signals measured from the fifty-four trans-

formers in June 2006, February 2007, and August 2007 were
processed to acquire a populated RMS and RMSD dataset
as shown in Fig. 6. Since older transformers generally have
larger RMS and RMSD values than newer ones, the two health
metrics are highly correlated in a positive sense (see Fig. 6)
with a Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient being 0.9161.
The transformers with a relatively good health condition are
located at the lower left corner and the others at the upper right
corner.

B. Copula-Based Statistical Health Grade System

As shown in Fig. 6, a strong statistical correlation exists be-
tween the proposed health metrics: RMS and RMSD. In what

Fig. 6. Scatter plot and histograms of RMS and RMSD data (from 54 trans-
formers in October 2006, February 2007, and August 2007).

follows, we intend to exploit this correlation using a joint statis-
tical model—copulas. We start with a brief introduction on cop-
ulas. Next, we present three popular types of copulas. Finally,
we detail the procedures to construct an appropriate copula for
dependence modeling based on available data.
1) Introduction of Copulas: In statistics, a copula is defined

by Roser [26] as “a function that joins or couples multivariate
joint distribution functions to their 1-D marginal distribution
functions”, or “multivariate distribution functions whose 1-D
margins are uniform on the interval .” In other words,
a copula formulates a joint cumulative distribution function
(CDF) based on marginal CDFs and a dependence structure. In
the following description, we will see that copulas allow one
to decouple the univaraite marginal distribution modeling from
multivariate dependence modeling.
Let be an -dimensional random

vector with real-valued random variables, and be an
-dimensional CDF of with continuous marginal CDFs

. Then, according to Sklar’s theorem, a unique
-copula exists such that

(6)

It then becomes clear that a copula formulates a joint CDF with
the support of separate marginal CDFs and a dependence struc-
ture. This decoupling between marginal distribution modeling
and dependence modeling is an attractive property of copulas,
since it leads to the possibility of building a wide variety of
multivariate densities. In real applications, this possibility can
be enabled by employing different types of marginal CDFs or
dependence structures. Based on (6) and under the assumption
of differentiability, we can derive the joint probability density
function (PDF) of the random vector , expressed as

(7)

where is the joint PDF of the copula . Equation (7) suggests
that a joint PDF of can be constructed as the product of its
marginal PDFs and a copula PDF. The PDF formulation in (7)
is useful in formulating a likelihood function and estimating the
parameters of marginal PDFs and a copula, as will be discussed
later.
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2) Copula Types: Various general types of dependence struc-
tures can be represented, corresponding to various copula fam-
ilies. In what follows, we will briefly introduce four popular
copula types, that is, Gaussian, Clayton, Frank, and Gumbel.
More detailed information on copula families can be found in
[26].
Let and , an -dimensional

Gaussian copula with a linear correlation matrix is defined
as

(8)

where denotes the joint CDF of an -dimensional stan-
dard normal distribution and denotes the inverse CDF
of a 1-D standard normal distribution. It is noted that is a
symmetric matrix with diagonal elements being ones, for

, and offdiagonal elements being the pairwise
correlations between the pseudo Gaussian random variables

and , for and
.

Another popular copula family is an -dimensional
Archimedean copula, defined as

(9)

where denotes a generator function with a correlation pa-
rameter and satisfies the following conditions:

(10)

Commonly used Archimedean copulas are Clayton, Frank, and
Gumbel copulas, which are summarized in Table II. To exem-
plify the diversity of copulas, we present the scatter plots of the
aforementioned four copulas with Kendall’s tau coefficients
being 0.70 in Fig. 7, where we can observe significant difference
in dependence patterns modeled by different copulas.
3) Fitting Copula Model: In this section, we aim to deter-

mine the most appropriate copula model with marginal CDFs
to model the dependence of a random vector . Suppose that

we have independent random samples from a multivariate
distribution, . Let
be the vector of marginal distributional parameters and be

the vector of copula parameters. The procedure to fit a copula
model is detailed as the following three steps:
Step 1) (Parameter Estimation): The aim of this step is to es-

timate the parameters and . This can be donewith
themaximum-likelihoodmethod (MLE). According
to (7), the log-likelihood function to be maximized
is

(11)

Fig. 7. Scatter plots of various copulas with Kendall’s tau coefficients
being 0.70: (a) Gaussian, (b) Clayton, (c) Frank, and (d) Gumbel.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THREE ARCHIMEDEAN COPULAS.

Since we generally do not have closed-form so-
lutions to globally maximize the above likelihood
function, the simultaneous estimation of the mar-
ginal distributional and copula parameters is compu-
tationally expensive. To alleviate the computational
burden, we employ a two-stage estimation method
called the inference functions for margins (IFM)
method, proposed by Joe [27]. The IFM method de-
composes the estimation of the parameters and
into two steps. In the first step, it estimates the mar-
ginal distributional parameters by maximizing the
second log-likelihood term in (11). With the esti-
mated parameters and, thus, known marginal dis-
tributions, the second step then estimates the copular
parameters by maximizing the first log-likelihood
term in (11).

Step 2) (Goodness-of-Fit Test): In this step, we intend to test
whether a specific copula model with estimated pa-
rameters from Step 1 fits the samples with sufficient
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accuracy. For this purpose, we propose to employ
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) distance [28], ex-
pressed as

(12)

where denotes the empirical CDF derived from
the random samples, and denotes the hypothe-
sized CDF. We note that to reduce the influence of
outliers on the K-S distance and reflect the overall
fitting quality, we computed an average absolute dif-
ference instead of a maximum one. When we test
the fit of a specific marginal distribution, both
and are univaraite CDFs with the inputs being
random variables , . In contrast,
when we test the fit of a specific copula, and ,
respectively, become an empirical joint CDF and a
hypothesized copula both of which take vectors of
marginal probabilities as inputs.

Step 3) (Goodness-of-Fit Retest): To decide whether the dis-
tance measure in (12) provides sufficient evidence
on the good fit of the copula, we retest the good of
fit of the copula model by generating random sam-
ples of the size under the assumption that the null
hypothesis of an accurate fit is true [29]. We repeat-
edly execute the retesting process times to gen-
erate sets of random samples and, correspond-
ingly, obtain distance measures by executing the
aforementioned Steps 1) and 2). For each retest, we
generate random samples with two steps: 1) gen-
erate sample pairs of uniformed dis-
tributed random variables and according to
the copula model with the parameters estimated in
Step 1, and 2) transform the sample pairs
to observation pairs with the inverse mar-
ginal CDFs and . Finally, we construct
a probability distribution of the distance measure

and determine the -value, or the probability
of observing a distance measure at least as extreme
as the value obtained in Step 2) under the assump-
tion of an accurate copula fit.

4) Building a Copula-Based Statistical Health Grade
System: In this section, we apply the aforementioned copula
model to representing the joint distribution of the RMS and
RMSD metrics by modeling the dependence between these
two. Upon construction of the joint distribution, we then define
a statistical health grade system based on the joint CDF of the
two health metrics.

Data Statistics and Marginal Distributions: Table III
presents summary statistics on the populated RMS and RMSD
data as well as the types and parameters of fitted marginal
distributions. Compared to the RMS, the RMSD yields a larger
mean value and a much larger variance. Kurtosis values are
very high for both metrics, indicating that a large portion of
the variance is contributed to by infrequent extreme deviations.
This can also be observed from the histograms of the two
metrics in Fig. 8, where we observe a considerable amount of
extreme data for any of the two metrics. Results from the K-S

Fig. 8. Histograms and fitted distributions of (a) RMS and (b) RMSD.

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DATA STATISTICS AND FITTED MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

test suggest that the RMS and RMSD data be statistically mod-
eled with the Weibull and gamma distributions, respectively.
The parameters of the fitted marginal distributions are given in
Table III, and their plots are presented in Fig. 8.

Copula Model: We used the aforementioned procedure to
identify an appropriate copula model from the four candidates,
that is, Gaussian, Clayton, Frank, and Gumbel copulas. Table IV
summarizes the copula fitting results based on the populated
RMS and RMSD data. Both the correlation estimate in Gaussian
copula and estimates in three Archimedean copulas indicate a
strong correlation between the RMS and RMSD. Regarding the
retest, we generated 10 000 sets (i.e., 10 000) of random
samples under the null hypothesis of an accurate copula fit and
ran each of the 10 000 sets through the aforementioned Steps 1
(Parameter Estimation) and 2 (Goodness-of-Fit Test) to obtain
10 000 distance measures. It can be observed that any of the
four copulas cannot be rejected under the commonly used sig-
nificance level 0.05. This can be partially attributed to the fact
that we only have a relatively small number of data. We conjec-
ture that as we have more data, the -values yielded by different
copulas will become more distinctive and an appropriate copula
model can be selected with more confidence. Out of the four
copulas, Gaussian copula produced the smallest distance mea-
sure and the largest -value, which offers us supporting
evidence of the best fit provided by Gaussian copula. The his-
togram of of Gaussian copula is plotted with the estimated

in Fig. 9(a). To verify the accuracy of fit, we syntheti-
cally generated 1000 random samples from the fitted Gaussian
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Fig. 9. Histograms of (a) DKS and (b) scatter plot of the Gaussian copula.

TABLE IV
COPULA FITTING RESULTS

copula model and plot these samples together with the raw data
in Fig. 9(b). We can observe a generally accuracy representation
of the raw data, especially in the lower-left region. The synthetic
samples were generated by following the same steps we used
to generate the 10 000 random sets for the retest: first drawing
uniform samples from the copula and then transforming these
samples back to the original Weibull and gamma samples using
the inverse CDFs of these distributions.

Health Grade System: We quantify the health condition
for a specific transformer unit (i.e., a specific RMS and RMSD
pair) by the proportion of the population with larger RMS and
RMSD values than that unit. Let and denote the health
metrics RMS and RMSD, respectively. Let
denote the copula model we derived from the previous section
with and being the marginal CDFs of and
. Mathematically, the health condition of a health metric

pair can be defined in terms of marginal CDFs and a
joint CDF or copula, expressed as

(13)

This can be further derived as a function of the marginal CDFs
of and and the copula, expressed as

(14)

Fig. 10. Statistical health grade map.

It is noted that, in the above equation, we define the health con-
dition of a transformer unit as the probability of a joint event
rather than a union one. The aim of this definition is to achieve
a certain level of conservativeness since the mechanical failure
of a power transformer causes significant monetary and societal
losses and is rather undesirable.
Based on the health condition defined in (14), we further de-

fined three health grades which, from the perspective of prob-
ability, can be mapped to three ranges in a zero-mean normal
distribution, that is, below , between and and
above , as shown in Table V. Table VI relates the three
health grades to suggested maintenance actions. Experts’ expe-
rience and historic information on inspection and maintenance
of the power transformers over the years were employed to de-
rive the relationship. Fig. 10 visualizes the three health grades
in the RMS-RMSD map, where the boundaries were identified
by equating the health condition in (14) to the two critical health
conditions in Table V and deriving the corresponding joint prob-
ability contours. The transformers that are classified into Grade
A turned out to be relatively newer transformers (average life
about 6 years old), whereas those with Grades B and C were
relatively older transformers (average life about 30 years old).
To verify the feasibility of the proposed health grade system, we
looked at the oldest transformers (UJ1, YK1) more closely. The
health grades of the transformers were identifiedwith “Grade C”
which indicates that inspection andmaintenance actionsmust be
executed immediately. It has been confirmed by the experts that
the transformers’ health conditions were critical and they were
recently replaced with new transformers. This indicates that the
proposed grade system properly defines the health condition of
the transformers against mechanical faults. Finally, we note that
the boundaries (1.0 and 2.0 standard normal lines) adopted in
this paper might not be directly applicable for all practical use
cases and certain customizations need to be made to satisfy a
particular need. It is noted, however, that the procedure to build
a statistical health grade system is general in the sense that it is
directly applicable to all use cases. Moreover, field experts will
make a final decision on maintenance while using this classifi-
cation as a reference.
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TABLE V
DEFINITION OF THREE HEALTH GRADES.

TABLE VI
MAINTENANCE ACTIONS ON HEALTH GRADES.

C. Feasibility Study of Health Prognostics

Prognostics is the discipline of predicting the RULs of en-
gineered systems over the lifetime. To make the life prognos-
tics useful, a significant amount of health condition (RMS and
RMSD) data must be acquired from a set of homogeneous trans-
formers. Given the limited available data sets obtained in June
2006, February 2007, and August 2008, this study is intended
not to develop a rigorous life prognostics model but to conduct
a feasibility study for the life prognostics. This feasibility study
was performed with the data sets from the power transformers in
the WS nuclear powerplant. The copula model transformed the
2-D health metrics (RMS and RMSD) into the 1-D health con-
dition using (14), which was then used for observing and pre-
dicting the health degradation in the lifetime of the transformers.
The RMS and RMSD data from the transformers in the WS
plant were plotted and sorted by the measured time, as shown
in Fig. 11(a). Note that the vibration measurements were taken
from all 54 transformers in June 2006, February 2007, and Au-
gust 2007, providing a total of 3 54 data samples. The health
degradation of transformer core joints is demonstrated over time
in Fig. 11, where six same-type (or homogeneous) transformers
out of 54 are used and indeed shows a clear degradation trend.
The variation in two health metrics is mainly due to different
capacities of the transformers and randomness in the operation
conditions. As time passed from June 2006 to August 2007, the
health condition metrics became higher. This indicates that the
health condition degradation can be distinctively observed by
monitoring the health condition metrics. Generally, the linear,
exponential, power, and logarithmic models are basic mathe-
matical models that can be used to extrapolate the degradation

Fig. 11. (a) Health degradation history and (b) predicted RULs for power trans-
formers (WS).

TABLE VII
SPECIFICATIONS OF ALL TRANSFORMERS IN KORI, YK, UJ, AND WS

measurements to the defined failure level in order to estimate
the failure time. As shown in Fig. 10, the health degradation
behaves exponentially, increasing slowly at the early life of the
transformer but rapidly at the end of the life. Thus, we used the
exponential model to capture the transition trend of the health
condition and extrapolated the exponential model to a failure
threshold to obtain the remaining useful life. The health
prognostics results for the six transformer units are graphically
shown in Fig. 11(b), where the predicted RULs range from less
than 5 years to above 20 years.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a copula-based statistical health grade
system against mechanical faults of power transformers in
nuclear powerplants. The vibration signal signatures acquired
from the power transformers were used to define two health
metrics (RMS and RMSD). The populated metrics data from
54 power transformers were used to identify an appropriate
copula model, based on which a statistical health grade system
is built with corresponding health conditions and suggested
maintenance actions. The copula-based statistical health grade
system can be useful for making maintenance decisions, while
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TABLE VIII
RMS AND RMSD FOR ALL TRANSFORMERS IN YK, UJ, AND WS

monitoring the health conditions of the power transformers. It is
noted that uncertainties in manufacturing conditions, operation
conditions, and measurements further propagate to uncertain-
ties in the two health metrics. Thus, a health grade system
should not only be characterized by its diagnostic accuracy
but also by its ability to perform the diagnostics in a statistical
manner. In this light, the proposed statistical health grade
system offer researchers and industrial practitioners a powerful
tool to systematically capture the aforementioned uncertainties
and build statistical power in defining health grades. To inves-
tigate the feasibility of the proposed statistical health grade
system for health prognostics, we established an exponential
model to capture the transition trend of the health condition and
predicted the remaining useful life by extrapolation. Finally, we
conclude that the copula model is capable of characterizing the
statistical dependence between the two health metrics, and that

the health condition defined based on this model is an attractive
health measure suitable for health prognostics.
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